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**About Splice**

Splice is a video editor for smartphones and tablets, with which you can create your own,

professional videos. For this purpose, the user has numerous functions available that are

particularly easy to use.

With the Splice Video Editor, videos taken with your smartphone or Go Pro become a masterpiece.

You have many professional editing tools such as filters, cutting tools or slow motion effects

available. In order that your video conveys unique experiences in the best possible way, it can also

be provided with various sounds from the integrated music library or from your own music

collection. With the help of the integrated recorder, you even have the opportunity to record your

own text or sound effects. Once your video is created, it can be saved on your smartphone or

tablet in HD resolution or shared on different platforms.

**Splice - Functions:** 

- Edit your videos: The video editor Splice provides you with many professional editing tools. These

have been adapted in that way that they can be optimally used on even smaller smartphone or

tablet screens. The app's easy-to-use tools allow you, for example, to customize the video's

playback speed or to provide your video with different filters. Simple cutting tools also allow an

uncomplicated cutting of the videos. The individual sections of the video can be provided with

different transition effects. You can also set the duration of the transitions individually.

- Find your sound: To make unique experiences even more impressive, you can add music or

sound effects to your video. You can find music either in the app's built-in music collection, which

includes many free songs and sound effects, or in your own music library. The integrated recorder

of the app also allows you to record your own text or create your own sound effects. The text and

sound effects give your video a more personal touch.

- Share your video: After you have finished the video, you can of course save it on your smartphone

or tablet in HD resolution. In addition, all videos can be shared on different platforms like YouTube,

Instagram or Facebook.

Conclusion: With Splice you can easily create unique videos that could also come from a

professional. Above all, the app convinces with its easy-to-use editing tools with which even

beginners can work.


